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Abstract— Molecular Dynamics(MD) is an important atomistic
simulation technique, with widespread use in computational
chemistry, biology, and materials. An important limitation of
MD is that the time step size is typically restricted to the order
of femto (

���������
) seconds.Therefore, a largenumber of iterations

are required to reachrealistic time scales.In fact, this is acknowl-
edgedas the major bottleneck in MD. While parallelization has
beeneffective for dealingwith the computational effort that arises
in simulating large systems(that is, having a large number of
atoms), conventional parallelization is not effective in simulating
small physical systems to long time scales. Such simulations
are often required for evaluating the physical, mechanical, and
chemical properties at micro and nano scales. We recently
intr oduced a new approach to parallelization, thr ough guided
simulations, where data fr om related prior simulations are used
to parallelize a new computation along the time domain. In
our prior work, the size of the physical system in the curr ent
simulation neededto be identical to that of the prior simulations.
The significanceof this paper lies in demonstratinga strategy that
enablesthis approach to be usedeven when the physical systems
differ in size. Furthermor e, this method scaled up to almost���	�	�

processorswith close to ideal speedupin one case,where
conventional methodsscaleto only 
��� processors.It achieved� 
 � MFlops per atom, which we believe is the largestflop rate per
atom attained in classicalMolecular Dynamics computations so
far.

I . INTRODUCTION

Nanotechnology impactsa rangeof fields that includes ma-
terials,electronics, pharmacy, and health care,among others.
Molecular dynamics is widely usedto simulatethe behavior
of physical systemsin such applications, with resolutionat
the atomic scale. However, a serious limitation of MD is
its inability to simulatephenomena that take long time, for
reasonsgiven below. MD computationsinvolve the iterative
solution of an initial value problem, with time stepsof the
orderof a femto (10� ��� ) second. So,even after a few million
iterations,which requiresthe orderof a day of computational
effort even for a small systemwith ������� atoms,we canonly
simulateup to the orderof nanoseconds.This is not sufficient
to get a realisticpictureof the behavior of a physical system.
Any method that addressesthis temporal scale limitation is
expectedto have tremendous impact,and this hasbeeniden-
tified asan importantchallenge in nanoscalesimulationsand
computationalmaterialsscience[13], [6], and in simulations
of biological molecules [8].

In this paper, we considera singlewalledCarbonNanotube
(CNT) asan example physical system,andseekto determine
its mechanical properties under tension (that is, when it is
pulled).Detailsregarding this application, on MD, andon the
importanceof the time scale,are given in � II. Since MD
is usedin a variety of other applications too, we can expect
the impactof this work to be muchbroader thanthis specific
application.

The usual approach to dealing with computational effort
that arisesfrom large physical systemsis to parallelize it1.
However, conventional parallelization is through some type
of decompositionof the statespaceof a system.This is not
effective with small physical systems,since fine granularity
leadsto communication costsdominating the computational
cost.Whenthe computational effort arisesfrom the long time
required,parallelizationof the time domain appearsto be a
natural possibility. However, time is not a quantity that is
easily parallelized. We recently proposed a data-driven time
parallelizationapproach,which we calledguided simulations,
whereresultsfrom relatedsimulationswereusedto parallelize
along the time domain.

Thebasicideais to have each processorsimulatea different
interval of time. The problemis that eachprocessorneeds the
stateof the systemat the beginning of the time interval it
simulates,sincewe solve aninitial valueproblem. We observe
that, typically, the currentsimulationis not the first one that
is beingperformed; usually, the resultsof manyrelatedprior
simulationsare available. We useresultsfromonesuch related
simulation(which we call the basesimulation)to predict the
stateof the current simulationat the beginning of each time
interval. Therelationshipbetween thebasesimulationandthe
current simulation is updated dynamically as the simulation
proceeds, to comeup with increasingly betterprediction.The
predicted statesare verified in parallel through exact MD
computations, to ensureaccuracy of the results.We explain
this approach in greaterdetail in � III.

The approach in this paper is along the lines of the
former work [10]. However, compared to the experimental

1SomeMD applications,involving computationof physical or thermody-
namic properties,are trivially parallelizable, with the resultsof independent
simulationsbeing averaged.Sucha schemeis not possiblein general,such
as in the problemwe consider.



results which scaled to ��� processorsin [10], the strategy
presentedin this paper lets it scaleto almost ������� processors
with efficiency over ����� , for a problemwhereconventional
parallelizationscalesto only � �"! processors.In [11], we
showed how reduced order modeling can be usedto predict
thestate,from a databaseof several simulationresults,without
much a-priori knowledge of the physics of the problem.
The experimentalresultstherescaledto #���� processorswith
efficiency around����� . We summarizeour prior work, aswell
as relatedwork by others, in � IV.

In contrast to [11], the prediction strategy in this paper
doesnot requirethat the sizesof the physical systemsin the
basesimulationand the currentone be identical, but it uses
knowledgeof the physicsof the problem, to a certainextent.
The ability to simulate a different sized system is useful,
becauseit permitsa single run, with a smallertubesize (and
smaller spanof time), to enable a number of more realistic
simulationsthatuselargerphysicalsystems(for a longer span
of time 2). Theeffectivenessof this strategy is demonstratedin
tensiletestsof CNTs,wherethelengthof theCNTsare � , �%$ � ,
�&$ ' , and � timesthatin thebasesimulation,andusingdifferent
simulation parameters (pulling speed)than in the base. � V
gives the detailsof thesenumerical experiments,along with
other tests that validate their accuracy. We also suggest the
use of flops per atom as a measureof the ability to reach
long time scales,sincethe larger it is, the longer is the time
period that can be simulatedin a fixed period of time. We
achieve #���� MFlops per atom, for a total flop rate of #����
GFlops.We believe that our flopsper atomrate is the largest
attainedin classicalmolecular dynamics computationsof real
applications so far.

We finally summarizeour conclusions,and presentdirec-
tions for future work, in � VI.

I I . CARBON NANOTUBE APPLICATION

A. TensileTeston CNT

Thephysicalsystemwe consider is a CNT. A CNT consists
of Carbonatomsthatarebondedto each otherto form amolec-
ular “tube”. They possessa combination of properties never
seenbefore;they have electricalconductivity higher thanCop-
per, thermalconductivity greater thanDiamond, stiffnessmuch
greaterthan steel,strengthlarger than Titanium, and weight
lighter thanfeather. They are,therefore,an importanttopic of
study in many potential applications of nanotechnology. One
importantapplicationof CNTs is in nano-composites,where
CNTs areembeddedin a polymer matrix. It is hoped that the
CNT will impart muchof its strengthto the nano-composite.

In such applications, it becomes important to determine
the mechanical properties of the CNT. Oneimportant simula-
tion/experimentis the tensiletest, in which the CNT is pulled

2The time ( requiredto simulatea CNT with ) atomswhen pulled at
velocity * until it startsbreakingis roughlyproportionalto ),+.-/* . Thereason
for this is that the CNT’s length is proportionalto ) , andso the numberof
time stepsrequiredto reacha fixed value of strain (which is definedlater)
is proportionalto )0-�* . Furthermore,the time requiredfor eachiteration is
proportionalto ) .

at a constant velocity, as shown in Fig. 1. The responseof
the material is characterizedby the stress(force requiredto
pull the tube, divided by it cross-sectionalarea)for a given
strain (the elongation of the nanotube, relative to its original
length). A stress-strain curve, as shown in Fig. 5 (bottom)
later, describes the behavior of the materialwhen it is pulled
at the specifiedvelocity (more formally, strain-rate). Such
a curve, for example, could be usedby a multi-scalefinite
element code to determine the effect of the polymer matrix
on the CNT, and vice-versa. Another important property is
the strainat which the CNT startsto break.

B. Molecular Dynamics

We describeMD in the context of the CNT application,
thoughit is, of course,a more general technique, which can
be used for simulating the behavior of a set of atoms or
molecules. The state 1�2 of the systemat any time 3 is defined
by the positionandvelocity vectors,at time 3 , of the Carbon
atomsthat form theCNT. If thereare 4 atomsin thesystems,
thenthereare'54 quantities(threepositioncoordinatesandthe
threevelocity coordinatesper atom)that define the state.The
propertiesof theCNT at time 3 canbedeterminedfrom these.
Given 1�2 , we cancompute 1527698:2 , at thenext time step3<;>=?3 ,
as follows, thus tracking the time evolution of the state,and
consequently, the CNT properties. The forces on eachatom
are computed basedon the positionsof the atoms.Oncethe
forces on the atomsare computed, the new positionsof the
atomscan be calculated using Newton’s laws of motion. A
numerical time integration schemeis usedfor this. Accuracy
and stability considerations limit =?3 to the order of a femto
second( ��� � ��� s), in MD.

C. Time Scales

The small step size mentioned above proves to be an
impediment to effective MD computation. To illustrate this,
let us considera CNT with ������� atoms,having initial length
��� nm (nanometers),and let =?3 be �5$ � femto seconds. Let
us pull the CNT fast enough so that it elongates by around
����� in a @ s (micro second). This is a large strain rate, and
the velocity at which one end is pulled is then �5$ ����� m/s.
The CNT breaks at around ����� strain, and so to simulate
up to that point, we would require four billion time steps–
that is, over a year of sequential computational effort. For
lower strainrates,the time requiredis correspondingly higher.
Furthermore,this computation will not parallelizeefficiently
onmorethan2-3processorsusingconventional parallelization,
and so the time required,even in a parallel computation, is
the order of a year. As an alternative, researchers typically
simulateat a fasterrate,typically ��� m/s for a CNT this size,
in whichcasethesamestrainis reached in theorderof anhour.
It is assumedthat the stress-strain relationshipdeterminedat
this higher strain rate is the sameas that which would be
obtained undera lower strain rate.However, it is known that
suchan assumptionis not accuratewhen the strainratesvary
by several ordersof magnitude [14]. On the otherhand, if we
wereableto parallelizethe computationefficiently on a large



Fig. 1. Schematic of the tensiletestproblem.The top figure shows an initial configuration,andthe lower figure the configurationat a differentpoint in time.

number of processors,then we could reachthe desiredtime
scalewith more realistic strain-ratestoo. We wish to usethe
existing high-velocity simulationresultsto performrelatively
more realistic lower-velocity simulationson a large number
of processors.MD simulationsin nano-mechanics are often
performedwith simulationparameters that are more extreme
than is realistic, due to the time-scaleproblem mentioned
above. Consequently, similar prior resultsareoften available,
and so our approach can be extendedto a larger class of
applications.

I I I . TIME PARALLELIZATION THROUGH GUIDED

SIMULATIONS

We recently introduced the general idea of guided simu-
lations to parallelize along the time domain [10], [11]. We
describeit below, for completeness,but specialized to theCNT
application. A more general descriptionis provided in [10].
We then describethe specificpredictionstrategy usedin this
work.

A. Time Parallelization

Let usdivide thetime periodfor which thecomputationhas
to be performedinto a number of time intervals, suchthat the
number of time intervals is much greaterthan the number of
processors.In this section,we will let 3BA denote the beginning
of the C th time interval. Each timeintervalmayrequireseveral
stepsof the time integration algorithm. In fact, we use ����� or
�D����� time stepsper time interval in our experiments.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the time parallelizationidea,
while algorithm III.1 describesit formally. In the algorithm,
the function EGF5H	IJC�KL3	M5N1�APOQC/OJR�S predicts the stateat time RUTVC ,
given a state N1�A at time C , usingcertainprediction parameters,
which areexplained later for the CNT application. The func-
tion WYX�I[Z\3JH	EGF5H	IJC�KQ3QC�]B^_E>ZJF5Z\`aHb3JH�F5c learnsto predictbetter,
from thedifferencebetween theprediction andtheverification
states.

In Fig. 2, processorC , for each C,dfeg�ihJh\hP#�j , predicts(as
describedlater) thestatesat time 3BA � � and 3BA (with thestateat
time 3�k beinga known initial state1lk ), usingtheresultsof the
basesimulation,andits relationshipto the current simulation.

Then each processorC performs accurate MD simulations
startingfrom thepredictedstatefor time 3BA � � up to time 3BA , and
verifies if the prediction for 3BA was accurate.Both prediction
andverification areperformedin parallel.Note that processor
� ’s initial stateis known to beaccurate.Soits computedresults
for time 3 � are accurate. In Fig. 2, since theseresults are
close to the predicted state for time 3 � , the predicted state
for time 3 � too is accurate,which implies that the computed
stateon processor� for time 3�m too is accurate, becauseit
startedfrom an accurateinitial state.The computedresultsin
processor� , in turn,arecloseto thepredicted resultsat time 3�m ,
implying that the computedresultson processor ! for time 3�n
areaccurate.Thepredicted statefor 3 n wasinaccurate,andwe
saythatprocessor! erred. Computationsfor subsequentpoints
in time too have to be discarded, sincethey may have started
from incorrectinitial states.Thenext phasestartsfrom time 3 n
(sincethe verification stepactually computed the correct state
for 3 n ), and computes statesfor times 3�o , 3 � , 3�p , and 3�q . The
errorsobserved in the previous verification stepcan be used
to improve thepredictorby betterdetermining therelationship
between the current simulationand prior ones.Note that the
outputsof the simulation are always statescomputed using
MD, andnot predicted states.

Note the following: (i) Processor � ’s accurate MD result
is correct, since it always starts from a state known to be
accurate. So the computation always progresses.(ii) All the
processorsmustusethesamepredictor; otherwiseverification
of predictionat time 3bA on processorC doesnot imply that the
predictionfor initial stateat time 3BA on processorC�;r� wascor-
rect. (iii ) The answers given will be accurate,if our definition
of the predicted and verified statesbeing “sufficiently close”
is correct. A good predictorenablesgreater speedup, while a
poor one leadsto it becoming a sequential computation.

B. Prediction

The most importantfeatureof our strategy is our ability to
predict the state,which serves as the startingpoint for each
processor, from its relationshipwith a basesimulation.The
predictorshouldbeboth,accuratemuch of thetime,andmuch
fasterthan the verifier.
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Fig. 2. Schematicof parallelizationof time.

Predictionover a long period of time is difficult. So we
will not try to predict the stateat somearbitrarypoint in time
directly. Instead,if N1�A is the most recently computed state
that is accurate, thenwe will predict the changesbetween N1�A
and the statesat the times required, as shown in the calls to
E0F5H&I/C/KL3 in algorithmIII.1. We accomplish this by predicting
the change in eachcoordinate(of the positionsof the atoms)
independently. In the descriptionhere,we normalizeall the
coordinates so that they are in s �5O	��t , by letting the origin
be � and then dividing by the length of the CNT along that
coordinate direction. It is easyto change between the actual
andnormalizedcoordinates.Usingthenormalizedcoordinates
is advantageous,becauseit enablesusto usebaseandcurrent
simulations that use CNTs of different sizes.Similarly, for
prediction purposesalone, the relative timesin the baseand
in the current simulationsare normalizedby multiplying by
the velocity with which one end of the tube is pulled, and
dividing by theoriginal lengthof the tube. For example, if the
current simulation is pulled at one tenth the velocity as the
base,then time 3 in the currentsimulation is relatedto time
3Jug��� in the base.

Let vw2 representa (normalized)coordinateat (normalized)
time 3 . Using two termsof the Taylor’s series,we have

v92x698_2_yzv92{; ẋ2x698_2�=?3JO (1)

whereẋ 2x698_2 is the actual slope I/viu�IJ3 at somepoint in s 3JOQ39;
=?3�t . We do not know thevalue of ẋ2x698_2 , but will try to predict
it.

We will consider a finite set of basis functions,| kgO | � OJ$x$x$}O |5~ , which are functions of the coordinatesof the
atompositions,andexpressẋ in termsof it. For example,we
can take a polynomial basis �%OQviOPv m . Thesebasis functions
should ideally be chosenso that they represent the typesof
changes that can occur under physical phenomenathat the
CNT might experience. For example,for the tensile test,we
use only the v term for the coordinates orthogonal to the

Algorithm III .1: TIMEPARALLELIZE(�Q�l�x�b�}���{�l�b���b���lk�O���l��� �\�������l�b���J�J�b�B���b����O ���5��� �J�������b� � ���x�[�b�J�b�&���x� � )

CY���
N1lk���1lk
while CG��`

do

for �\�������5�b�[�J�\�b�b���¡ ,dasx�%O � �x�{MPE:OQ`¢��C��"��S£t

do

¤ A¥6{¦ � � ���_�b�J§5�}�\�?M5N1�APOQC/OQC:;� >�"��S¤ A¥6{¦����_�b�J§5�}�\�?M5N1�APOQC/OQC:;� �S
N1�A¥6{¦���¨��J� � �b���b�[©U� � � � �b�����x���{M

�l�b���b�b�l�b�����?y ¤ A¥6{¦ � � O�l�b���b�bª¡� � �?y:C:;� >�"�&O« �l§5ª¡� � ��y_C�;� �S¬ ��§5�����\�:�b�\§l�x�J�b�}���5�i���b� � �\���\�b�&M
© � �b�b�\�[�b�i���b� � �J�b�J�b�\O{N1�A¥6{¦	O ¤ A}6{¦%S

if �Q�b®�x¯��J�b�J�5�J�JªU����°{���b±���MlN1�A¥6{¦	O ¤ A}6{¦%S
then

� �J²��B¦��³ 
else

� �\²[�D¦��´Eµ ��¨��x�}¶��J§ � �J�[M � H�v�3JOQ` C.^GS
if  ·y µ

then ¸G�b����§l�J���B�¹N1�A¥6{¦	O��l�b�J§5�}�\���x�����l���b� � �J�b�J�b�
for �\�������5�b�[�J�\�b�b���¡ ,dasx�%OJE¡t

do CY�³C�; µ

direction in which the CNT is pulled, and � and v for the
direction in which it is pulled. This makes it suitablefor the
tensiletestproblem.

Let ẋ27698:2»º A Z�AQ¼ 27698:2 | AbMxv92DS . Once we have performed
an accurate simulationfor time 3 , we know the actual ẋ 2 for
eachatom,andcanperforma leastsquaresfit to determinethe
coefficients Z�AQ¼ 2 . We canexpresschangesin thebasesimilarly,
anddetermineits coefficients,say ½�AQ¼ 2 . If the basesimulation
and the currentsimulationare almost identical, then we can
approximate Z�AQ¼ 2x698:2 by ½bAQ¼ 2x698:2 . However, thesimulationswill
typically differ, andsowe wish to correctby adding thediffer-
encebetween the two simulations¾¡2x698:20y¿Z�AQ¼ 2x698:2l��½bAQ¼ 2x698_2 ,
which is unknown. As a first approximation,we can assume
that ¾¡2x698_2_y¿Z�AQ¼ 2��a½bAQ¼ 2 to yield the approximation Z�AQ¼ 2x698:2_º
½bAQ¼ 2x698:2À;z¾YAP¼ 2x6À8:20y¿½bAQ¼ 2x698:2À;zZ%AP¼ 29��½bAQ¼ 2 . On onehand, using
the latest Z�AQ¼ 2 available might give the bestestimate.On the
otherhand, random fluctuations in the MD simulationleadto
somewhat poor resultsif we dependon only evaluationat one
point in time. So we set ¾¡2x698:20yÁMb�0��ÂYSP¾Y2À; Â¡MPZ%AP¼ 29��½bAQ¼ 2DS ,
where Â is the weight assignedto the latestvalue. The term
¾¡2 representsthe relationshipbetween the baseand current
simulations,and updating it at each time step representsa
simple form of learning. Note that if values of ½bAQ¼ 2 are not
available, only the values of Z%AQ¼ 2 areused.

Since Z%AQ¼ k and ½bAQ¼ k areunknown, we needto chosea suitable
methodof startingthis process.We assumea linear increase
with time, in the values of the coordinatesof atoms,in the
direction in which the CNT is pulled, with the constant of
proportionality beinga functionof its normalizedcoordinates.



This is not a very good initial choice whentheinterval of time
is very large. But after the first phaseof computationsin the
while loop in algorithm III.1, the error due to this choice is
reduced rapidly.

The velocity distribution of the atoms is predicted to be
the distribution at the previous point in time for the current
simulation.Since the numerical simulationswere carriedout
at constanttemperature,this wassufficient3.

C. Verification

Fig. 3. Atoms vibrate around some mean position even when nothing
interestingis happeningto the system.

Theverification stepconsistsof anaccurateMD simulation,
startingfrom a possiblyinaccurateinitial state.The computed
stateis then compared with the predicted statefor the same
point in time. We need to determineif the two statesare
sufficiently close.

MD simulationsbring an interesting issue – that of de-
termining the equivalence of two dynamic states.In nature,
atomsvibratearoundtheir meanposition,even whennothing
interestingis happening to the physical system.MD simu-
lations track thesevibrations,as shown in Fig. 3. So if we
look at the statesof a physical systemin equilibrium, at two
different points in time, it will be unlikely that the atoms
will be in the samepositions,even thoughthey representthe
samesystem.So we cannot expect the predicted stateto have
atoms in the samepositions as in the accurate simulations
either (this can be more formally justified using Poincare’s
theorem).Instead,we observe that the specificstateobserved
in the MD simulation can be considereda samplefrom an
infinite number of possiblestates.We need to verify if the
predictedand the accurate statescould be samplesfrom the
same distribution. In the parlance of MD, the two states
should be samplesfrom the sameensemble. Different types
of ensembles are defined in statisticalmechanics, basedon
certain overall propertiesof the system(such as number of
atoms,volume, and temperature) being identical. We use a
stricter definition than those,since significant differences in
micro-states(that is, statesof portions of the CNT) may
affect our results.We determinethe differencein positions
of corresponding atomsin the predictedandcomputedstates.
If the averagedifferenceis below a threshold,defined by the
differenceexpectedfor equivalentsystems,thenthedifference
is consideredacceptable.Similar thresholdsare set for the
maximum differencebetween any two corresponding atoms,

3MD does not automaticallypreserve temperature.So a processcalled
“thermostating”is performed,which modifiesvelocities,usingrandomnum-
bers,to keeptemperatureconstant.This occursboth in the sequentialand in
the parallelalgorithms.

andfor the potential andkinetic energiesof the system.More
detailsaregiven in [12].

D. Time Required

The overheads of parallelization, such as prediction, and
communication,aresmall comparedwith that of the “useful”
computations(asperformedby thesequentialalgorithm).Each
processorperformsMD computationsfor its time interval. For
example, consider a time interval of ������� time stepsand a
������� -atom CNT. Sequentialcomputationsfor ������� time steps
requirearound ��! secondson anIntel Xeonprocessorrunning
at around!5$ � GHz andaround#�' second on a !��D� MHz IBM
POWER 3 processor.

The parallel overheads are due to time loss in predic-
tion, communication and file I/O from disk. Each processor
performs two predictions. This requirestwo file reads,and
nine least squarescomputations (three coordinates each, for
the base simulation at two time points, and for the cur-
rent simulationafter the verification step).The leastsquares
computation takes time linear in the size of the system,but
quadratic in the number of coefficients (the latter is a small
constant).An AllReduce on one integer (a processrank) is
performedto determinethe smallestindexed processorthat
erred.A broadcastof theentirestateof this processor, andthe
coefficientsof its predictor basisfunctions, is performed, so
that all processorswill have the samecoefficients.

The overhead for all theseoperations is muchsmallerthan
the computation time andso the efficiency is very high, even
on a large number of processors.For example, on an Intel
Xeon clusterat NCSA, the leastsquareand other prediction
relatedcomputationstakes ºÃ��� � n s, file read ºf�l$ �����z�5$ � s
seconds, the AllReduce º ����� o �¢����� n s, and Broadcast
ºf����� � �Ä����� m s between50-1000 processors.Loadimbalance
is not an issue, since each processor performs, essentially,
the same amount of computation. All the overheads are
insignificant (total ÅÆ�5$ # s), relative to the computation time
( ºf��! s) for simulatinga single time interval.

E. Error Propagation

To verify that the errors in our schemedid not propagate,
we compared the stress-strain results from the parallel run
with the exact sequential run. This gives empirical evidence
for the stability of our method. Detailson both numerical and
physical reasonsfor this aregiven in [12].

IV. RELATED WORK

A. Prior Work

We introduced the idea of guided simulations for time
parallelizationof scientific applications in [9], [10]. We also
demonstratedthe effectivenessof the technique in practice,
using a CNT computation with tensile test as an example
in [10]. The predictionstrategy in the currentwork improves
on that in [10]. This enables the computation to scaleeffi-
ciently on up to 990 processors,in contrastto 50 processors
in the prior work. Furthermore,in the currentwork, a 10m/s



basesimulationpredictsa 1m/s simulation,whereasthe two
velocitiesÇ weremuchcloserin the previous work.

In [11], we showed how basis functions can be selected
in a more mathematical manner. The basis functions there
needed datafrom a CNT (or any otherphysical systembeing
studied)of thesamesizeasthecurrentsimulation.In contrast,
the predictor in the currentwork does not assumethat. The
amount of databroadcast in this predictoris greaterthanthat
in [11]. However, the actual efficiency is slightly higher, even
though the current experimentsare run on a larger number
of processors,perhaps becausethereis oneextra send/receive
in [11].

B. Other Approaches

Works on parallelizationof MD calculations on CNTs, as
well asseveral publicationson parallelizingMD computations
on otherphysical systemsin general,aresummarizedin [12].
Among theseworks, notably, LAMMPS [4] hasbeenusedto
perform a 4 billion atom MD simulation recently, using the
Lennard-Jonespotential,onover 65,000processorsof theIBM
Blue Gene/Light at Lawrence Livermore National Lab. The
efficiency is estimatedasaround ��!�� . The granularity of this
computation is '��5O������ atomsper processor. The aggregate
flop rate is #5$ � ¤�È R�]BX�c . Note that the good efficiency is
obtained dueto the extremely large physical system,andhigh
flop rate due to the large number of processorsand the high
efficiency. The number of time stepssimulatedwas ����� . So
this is an example of a large physical systemsimulatedto a
short time period, in contrastto our work.

Time parallelization usingthe Pararealapproach[1] (which
does not use prior data) is a promising alternative to con-
ventional parallelization. However, the speedup andefficiency
obtained have been limited. We describedthe limitations in
detail in [10]. In particular, the Parareal approach involves
a sequential phase for prediction, which limits scalability.
Consequently, the speedup and efficiency have been rather
modest. Speedups on simulatedexperiments(ignoring com-
munication costs,sincetheir experimentswere not on actual
parallelmachines) ranged between É to ��!�� , with efficiencies
between ����� and �%$ !�� repectively on the modelproblems.

In the 1980s and 90s, time parallelization using waveform
relaxation[3], andvariousvariantsof this, werewell studied.
However, thesetechniques,which werebasedon ODE theory
and can be considered generalizations of Picard iterations,
had limited impact due to their slow convergence. (The slow
convergence is a featureof the sequential algorithm.)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The tensile tests in this paper are performedby keeping
oneendof the tubefixed by forcing around 100 atomsat that
end to remainstationary. The tube is pulled at a fixed rate in
the Ê directionby forcing around 100 atomsat the otherend
to increasetheir Ê coordinatevalues at a rate of Ë m/s. We
used ËÌyÍ��� m/s for the basesimulation,and � m/s for the
currentsimulation.The time stepin the MD simulationswas
�l$ � femto seconds.The Tersoff-Brennerpotentialwasusedin

the MD simulations,anda fourth orderNordsiekschemefor
time integration.

We usedresultsfrom an MD simulationof a CNT contain-
ing ������� atoms,conductedat a temperature of !����5Î , whose
output had beenrecordedevery ����� time steps,up to a total
of !�!��5O������ time steps,as the basecase.The predictorused
Â"yV�5$ � . The resultsarenot very sensitive to the valueof Â ,
aslong as Â is not closeto � or � . The new simulationswere
performeduntil the CNT startedto break. Resultsafter the
CNT startsto break arenot of usein our application, though
it is still interestingto observe them.

A. SpeedupResults

Thetiming resultsarebasedonwall clock time.In thereport
of thespeedup results,we ignoretheinitialization time for our
code, which is small ( ºf��� of the time of onetime interval).
We also ignore the time requiredby the systemto start the
processeson themachinesandto call MPI Init. The latter two
operations consumea significant portion of the time, but are
independent of the algorithm,andarealsoone time costs.

Speedup results4 for a ������� -atom CNT5, using a time
interval of ������� time-steps,on the Tungsten Xeon cluster
at NCSA are shown in Fig. 4. This cluster consistsof Dell
PowerEdge1750servers,with eachnodecontaining two Intel
Xeon3.2GHz processors,3 GB ECCDDR SDRAM memory,
512 KB L2 cache, 1 MB L3 cache, running Red Hat Linux.
The file systemused is Lustre. Myrinet 2000 and Gigabit
Ethernet interconnects are available. We used the Myrinet
interconnect. The ChaMPIon/Pro MPI implementation was
usedwith gcc/g77 compilers for our mixed C/Fortran code,
compiled with ’-O3’ optimization flags set. The MPI calls
were purely in the C code. The computing nodes ran in
dedicatedmodefor this timing results.Wecanseethatspeedup
is almost the ideal linear curve up to ����� processorson the
Xeon cluster. The processorsnever erred in the course of
the simulation (up to the point where the CNT started to
break),and so loss in speedwas only due to the overheads
of prediction, communication, andreadingthebasesimulation
resultsfrom disk, asdiscussedin � III-D.

The flop rate on the ����� processor run on the Xeon
cluster was computed to be around #���� GFlops, as follows.
First, the number of floating point operations per time step
was determinedusing tpmcount on the ORNL SP3machine,
over 10,000 time stepsof the sequential code(consequently,
counting only the “useful” floating point operations, and not
thosefor prediction).Then,from thetime per time stepon the
����� processorrun, the flop ratewasdetermined. The flop rate
per atomgives an indicationof how long we cansimulatein
time for a given physical systemand potential function. The
flop rateperatomfor our simulationon ����� processorsof the

4The speedupresultscomparethe parallel time with that for an inherently
sequentialcode,which doesnot have any of the overheadsof the parallel
code.Comparingwith theparallelcoderun on a singleprocessorwould yield
marginally higherspeedups.

5Even though the number of atoms are identical to that in the base
simulation,the simulationparametersdiffer, and the predictionschemedoes
not useknowledgeof fact that the lengthsareequal



NCSA Xeon cluster is #���� MFlops/atom.The flop rate per
atom in [7] is �%$ # MFlops/atom,where we use the data for
therun on thelargestnumberof processorsreported. (Theflop
rate per atom in [4] is very low due to the large number of
atoms.)We arenot awareof any classicalmolecular dynamics
simulationattaininga greaterflop rate per atom than ours in
a real application, andhave reasonto believe that ours is the
largest.

Similar simulationson up to ����� processorson the Eagle
IBM SP3 machine at Oak Ridge National Lab yielded effi-
ciencies over ����� , but still a little lower than that on the
Xeon cluster. The probable causewas that we performedthe
computationsin non-dedicated mode.The sequential speedis
alsolower on the IBM machine, aswasthe largestnumber of
processorsthat we used,and so the highest flop rate reached
was ����� GFlops.

The simulationsof CNTs of �D����� , ��'���� , and ������� atoms
were performedon the Seaborg IBM SP at NERSC, using
a time interval of ����� time-steps6. This systemconsistsof
compute nodes with 16 !���� MHz IBM Power 3+ processors
each. Fig. 5 (top) shows the speedup results.In the �D����� and
������� -atom simulations,the prediction is always sufficiently
accurate,but minor errorsduring initialization on ����� proces-
sorscauseda slight drop in efficiency to around ����� . With
the �D'���� -atom simulation, there was one set of prediction
errorstoward the middle of the simulation,which causedthe
efficiency to drop to around ����� on ����� processors.The
efficiencies for the other caseswere well over ����� . The
scalabilityis lessthanthatobservedwhenthebaseandcurrent
simulationsare on CNTs of identical length. However, the
speedup is still substantial.Note that the sequential compu-
tation needs the order of a week of computing time on the
������� -atom simulation,andso the benefit obtained from time-
parallelizationis considerable.

B. Validation

We had mentioned the issueof error propagation in � III-
E. We gave reasonswhy the error will not propagate, if
eacherror is sufficiently small in [12]. However, since time
parallelizationis still a new idea,it is importantto validate the
resultswith the exact answer. Fig. 5 (bottom) shows the plot
of stressversusstrain,which is a materialbehavior of practical
interest,for a ����� processor run on a ������� -atom CNT. The
time-parallelresultsagreevery well with the exact sequential
results,even in the non-linear region, up to the point where
the CNT startsto break. The time at which the CNT starts
to break is also determined as with the sequential run, at a
strainof around �5$7��� (�5$Ï�DÉ���# for sequential versus �5$Ï����!�� for
parallel.)

After the point of breakage of the CNT, the parallel and
sequential run don’t agreevery closely. The reasonfor this is
that our error criterion usedthe behavior of an intact CNT to
decide if two statesareequivalent.This is not a good enough

6A smallertime interval sizewasrequiredfor initialization to be accurate
on large numbersof processors.
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Fig. 4. Speedupcurve. The dashedline shows the ideal speedup,and the
solid line shows the observed speedup.The flop rate is Ð�Ñ�Ò GFlopson Ó�Ó/Ò
processors.

criterion for a CNT that hasstartedbreaking. Resultsbeyond
thepointwheretheCNT startsto breakarenotof any practical
usein our application.

VI . CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstratedthe effectivenessof a new approach
to time parallelization, namely, using guidedsimulations,on
a large number of processorsin a practical application. Com-
paredto our earlierwork, this strategy canbeusedon physical
systemsof differentsizesthan the prior simulations.Further-
more, we scaledit to a larger number of processors,which
is two ordersof magnitude larger number of processorsthan
with conventional parallelization.The flops per atom rate is
alsohigher thanthat for any other MD simulationsthatwe are
awareof. SinceMD is usedin a wide variety of applications,
theseresultssuggesta promisingapproach to dealing with the
difficulty of performingMD simulationsto long time scales.
Largecomputationalsystemscanprovide �D� o ����� � processors.
If this approachcan be scaledto suchlarge systems,then it
will be possibleto performMD simulationsto several orders
of magnitude longer time than currently feasible.We expect
this approachto beusefulin otherapplications involving hard
matter, as is typically the casein nano-mechanics. However,
with the soft-matterencountered, for example, in biological
systems,more challenges have to be overcome.The reasons
for this dependson physics issuesthat are outsidethe scope
of this paper.

Someof the future work is asfollows. We wish to perform
MD simulationsthat reacheven longer time scales,so that
they canprovideresultsunder realisticexperimentalconditions
that areencountered.We alsowish to scalethe computations
to an orderof magnitude larger number of processors.These
will require better initialization, and also some method of
validating the results for their correctness, without using
the sequential algorithm directly. Yet another future work
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Fig. 5. Top: Speedupcurve. The dottedline shows the ideal speedup.The
dashed,dash-dotted,and solid lines show the speedupson Ñ�Ò/Ò�Ò , ÔLÕ�Ò�Ò , andÔ.Ñ�Ò/Ò atom simulationsrespectively, on the IBM SP at NERSC. Bottom:
Stress-strain plot. The solid line denotesthe exact curve from sequential
simulationson a Ñ�Ò/Ò�Ò -atom CNT, with circles indicating the data points.
Thesquaresshow thedatafrom theparallelsimulationon 200processors,up
to the point wherethe CNT startsto break(the stressdecreaseswith increase
in strain).

is to perform predictions for more complex experimental
conditions. Basis functionsshouldbe developed so that they
correspond to differenttypesof physical phenomenathat may
be experienced by the system.We will also integrate our
time parallel codewith our existing FEM codethat usesMD
results[2], [5]. Timeparallelization canalsobecombinedwith
spatial parallelization – insteadof one processorcomputing
for one time interval, a group of processors,that distribute
the atoms acrossthe group, can be used to simulate each
time interval. This will yield a codethat improves on the best
available conventional code.
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